
Lesson 5: Lay it out
Year 3 – Creating media – Desktop publishing 



To consider how different layouts suit different purposes

● I can identify different layouts

● I can match a layout to a purpose

● I can choose a suitable layout for a given purpose

Lesson 5: Lay it out
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Objectives



Question: Look at this layout. Where might it be used?

3, 2, 1 – Show me!
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Introduction

Guess the layout



3, 2, 1 – Show me!
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Introduction

Guess the layout



3, 2, 1 – Show me!
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Introduction

Guess the layout

Logo



The way the text is arranged or laid out on the page is very important.  Text is 
arranged in different ways depending on the purpose of the document.
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Introduction

How do you know what the document is if you can’t 
read the writing?



There are lots of different ways to lay out information
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Activity 1

The way you lay out the information will depend on the message you want to 
communicate. 



Posters 
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Activity 1

Posters allow you to give a message 
quickly to those who read it. 

The message is brief. 

There is not much writing to read. 

Posters are eye-catching, to 
encourage people to read them. 

They are quick to make.



Newspapers
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Activity 1

Newspapers allow you to give 
multiple messages to those who 
read them.  

Even long messages can be 
communicated. There is lots of 
writing to read, with some images. 

It takes a long time to gather the 
information and check that it is 
correct.



Postcards
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Activity 1

Postcards give short messages. 
There is little writing to read, with an 
image on the other side. 

Postcards are meant to be quick and 
easy to read and write.  

You wouldn’t want to spend your 
holiday writing really long messages 
to your family members!



Can you think of any other ways to lay out information?
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Activity 1

Think, write, pair, share.



Can you match the layout to its purpose?
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Activity 2



Scenarios
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Activity 3

Can you choose an appropriate layout for each message that needs to be 
communicated?



1. Eye catching with a brief 
message.

1. Quick and easy to read and 
write.

1. Lots of writing, some images

Layouts - which is which?
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Plenary



● I can identify different layouts

● I can match a layout to a 
purpose

● I can choose a suitable layout 
for a given purpose

How confident are you? (1–3)
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Assessment

3 – Very confident

1 – Not confident

2 – Unsure 



In this lesson, you…

Considered how different layouts 
suit different purposes

Next lesson
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Next lesson, you will…

Consider the benefits of desktop 
publishing

Summary


